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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
The Editor has received requests for "fewer rep orts and more local history
articles in the Newsletter ". (Some members commented that they come to our
talks, and find it repetitive to read a report later in the Newsletter.) Other
members have said "please keep the reports in the Newsletter " as they have
difficulty in attending meetings, and appreciate reading about the Society's
talks and other functions . (Reports are also, of course, a valuable record of
the Society's activities .)
In order to cater for both of the above requests, we have attempted a
compromise. Reports still appear, but shortened versions! This now allows
space for more local history information.
The Editor and the Newsletter Committee invite and welcome articles on local
history interest (family, locality, property or other relevant topics) in order
that we may include such material in future issues . Contributions should be
sent to the Editor at the Society's postal address, PO Box 15 2, Glcnsidc SA
5065. The deadline for the next issue is 16 November 1998 .

Program 1998
Well Known Names from Jamestown

21 September
Monday

Speaker: Mrs Barbara Parri
Barbara Parri has lived in Jamestown all her life, and is a
member of the local National Trust.
In preparation for our visit to the mid-north in October,
Barbara will introduce us to a number of well known
names originating from the area, concentrating on the
people rather than the place. Names such as R.M.
Williams (clothing), Sir Hubert Wilkins ( aviator and
explorer), Thomas Edmonds (singer), M.S. McLeod
(tyres), Alfred Haigh (chocolates), and S.A. Farmers'
Union (later Southern Farmers) will be mentioned.
17 - 18 October

We look forward to hearing from you.

Full details of this trip were in the June Newsletter.
A number of people have shown interest, and there are
still some vacancies. Members' friends are also
welcome.

Elizabeth Rogers
Editor
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Cost $140 (+$20 single supplement).
This covers transport, overnight accommodation, all
meals on Saturday, breakfast, morning tea and lunch
on Sunday, all entrance fees and guide fees.
Bookings and enquiries to Richard House,
tr 8379 9015 .

To secure a place, a deposit of $50 ($25 nonrefundable) is required, with full payment by the
September meeting. Late bookings may be
accommodated in hotel rather than motel style
accommodation.

19 October
Monday

The Return of the Unknown Soldier
Speaker: Mr Simon Berry
Simon Berry is Managing Director of Charles Berry and
Son Pty. Ltd., Funeral Directors. In 1995, the
Australian Government, with the personal
encouragement and involvement of the then Prime
Minister Paul Keating, arranged for the exhumation·of
the body of a World War I Australian soldier from a
French cemetery.
Simon was Federal President of the Australian Funeral
Directors Association at the time. By virtue of that
appointment, he was chosen to represent his Association
in the group of eminent Australians who were involved
with the arrangements for the return of the body and
subsequent interment in the Australian War Memorial,
Canberra, on Remembrance Day, 1995.

As 1998 is the 80th anniversary of the cessation of
World War I, Simon's illustrated talk, with many
relevant and moving slides, will provide a topical
and unusual format for acknowledging this event.
16 November How well do you know South Australian and
Monday
Burnside history?
To complete our end of year activities, we will have
a fun evening based on a history theme. Nothing will
be too serious, so don't be afraid to come along you might even win a prize!

Roger Clare Angove
Our founder President, Dr Roger Clare Angove, died suddenly on
Saturday July 18th 1998.
During 1980 Elizabeth Warburton was actively researching material
for her book The Paddocks Beneath. She also identified a wealth of
interest in family and local history which led to Mayor Coralie
Soward calling a public meeting with a view to establishing a local
history society. This led to Roger being asked to be the inaugural
President of the Burnside Historical Society. He held the post for
two years, efficiently establishing the base for our current
organisation, and then sat on the Committee for a fiuther two years.
Thereafter he continued to be a regular supporter, regularly attending
meetings with his wife Margaret and going on outings.
Apart from being active in the medical world, especially with the
RAH, he was active with many business and community groups. He
was Secretary of the Australian Medical Association, Medical
Director and then President of Bedford Industries and President of
the former South Australia Tuberculosis Association. He was also
Vice President of the Australian Flying Doctor Service and in
Burnside he was also inaugural President of the Save The Grange
Vineyards organisation.
The Society extends sincere condolences to Margaret, their children
and grandchildren.

MEETINGS of the Burnside Historical Society are held at 8.00 pm. in
the Burnside Community Centre on the third Monday of each month
unless an alternative time or venue are notified.
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STA TE HISTORY CONFERENCE
Saturday, 16 May - Sunday, 17 May 1998
Douglas Mawson Institute of TAFE, Port Adelaide Campus

THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH: HISTORY AS
ENTERTAINMENT was the theme of the recent 1998 State History
Conference. Those members of the Burnside Historical Society who attended
the conference were indeed entertained, informed and enriched.
The _Conference pro~ided a feast of mind-stimulating issues from its general
sess10ns, through to its specific workshops, and enlivening excursions.
The ~iry, modern and cheerful venue was complemented by the appetising
catenng. The whole weekend provided ideal opportunities for those attending
the conference to meet, talk and exchange news on how other sections of the
community celebrate history.
The conference's ai~s were, briefly, to review the past presented in the light of
contemporary expenence - "the enlivening and provocative value of History as
Entertainment". (N.B. Schools to note!)
Workshops of exciting quality and quantity occupied us during Saturday.
A conference dmner at the Semaphore Palais, with guest speaker Dr. Jeff
Brownrigg, National Film and Sound Archives, concluded an intense day.
On Sunday morning, Dr. Robert Nicol, State Historian, with his talk on
"History Hollywood Style" made us realise that many of our cherished views
regarding past icons should be challenged. Mid-day saw us ready to depart
from the Port Dock Railway Station Museum for a train trip to Adelaide and
return, with a well-researched commentary provided by Brian Samuels.
Varied and lively excursions around Port Adelaide, by bus and on foot, with
our enthusiastic guides, completed the remainder of the afternoon.
And what better way for a finale to a most fulfilling conference than to see and
hear an audio-visual presentation about the next one! The 1999 State
History Conference will be held at the Mannum Dock Museum and the PS
Marion, when the show will go on!
Wendy McGuffog and Elizabeth Rogers
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THE LIVES AND SKILLS OF THE KAURNA PEOPLE OF THE
ADELAIDE PLAINS
Meeting Monday, 15 June 1998

Dr. Philip Clarke is Co-ordinator of the Department ofAnthropology, and
Curator of the Sacred Collection ofAboriginal Artefacts at the South
Australian Museum.
This speaker is a remarkable man. His audience must have marvelled at the
range of his knowledge of his subject and the disciplines it encompasses anthropology, ethnology, biology, botany and the whole environment of our
original people. He supervises a collection of aboriginal objects in the
Museum which is the biggest in the world. They come primarily from South
Australia and the Northern Territory and largely thanks to Sir Edward
Stirling, Director in the 1880s.
Using Norman Tindale's maps, Dr. Clarke showed us the numerous groups of
Aboriginal people inhabiting the Adelaide Plains region in earlier times of
white settlement. There would be 40-50 people hunting together until
population decline occurred through disease and removal to other places .
He told of differences in the people over quite small distances according to
geographical and botanical variations in the terrain. Disagreements were not
uncommon and battles fierce.
Ceremonies were important and many groups combined for these events.
They were serious religious events embodying the legends and Dreaming of the
long past of the Aboriginal people, and differing across the country. The story
ofTjilbruke and his sad journey down the coast of the Fleurieu Peninsula was
unique to the Kaurna people.
Dr. Clarke showed slides illustrating crafts, occupations, clothes and tools,
physical differences between northern and southern tribes, nature of the land
before Europeans had conquered it all, subsequent missionary activities and
obvious loss of dignity and pride among the people.
It was a scholarly address and one could wish that many more people across
Australia could hear it. We are indebted to the speaker.
Barbara Crompton
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A VISIT BEHIND THE SCENES IN THE ABORIGINAL SECTION
OF THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM
Tuesday and Wednesday, 16 and 17 June 1998
Following Dr. Clarke 's informative address to us at our evening meeting on
15 June, he kindly agreed to conduct members of the Society on two .
consecutive day-time tours of the Aboriginal Section of the South Australian
Museum.
What surprises lie hidden from general view in the Museum.
With Dr. Clarke as our guide, we were privileged to see some of the
~borig!nal anthropological treasures normally not available for public
mspect10n due to space limitation.
Th~ South A~stralian Museum has some two million Aboriginal artefacts,
which comprise one of the finest and most comprehensive collections in the
world, and valued between $200 million and $300 million. This wealth of
material, collected from nearly every Aboriginal group in Australia, has
created a severe overcrowding problem. Dr. Clarke told us that the actual
number of items on display at any one time is probably a fraction of one per
cent of the ethnographic collection alone.
However, relief is in sight. Earlier this year, the South Australian Government
pledged fundmg for a major redevelopment of the museum's Aboriginal
gallery, to be hopefully completed by the year 2000.
The treasures ~f the collection include some of the 3,000 spears from every
pa~ ~f Australia, types of boomerangs used for various purposes, bark
pa,~tmgs and examples of handicrafts. Many of the artefacts have important
stones to tell about the Aboriginal culture. Sadly, many of the stories remain
untold because the museum's Aboriginal gallery is relatively small.
What was on view in the gallery was equally as exciting as our tour "behind
the ~cene~"- We urge all our members to visit the fascinating anthropological
~ection w1th~ut delay be~ore some excellent displays are dismantled and placed
m storage pnor to refurbishment. Look for one of the jewels in the Museum's
crown - the 10,000 year old boomerang found in the Millicent area.
Alan Cross
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CHANGING FASHIONS IN SOCIETY
Meeting, Sunday afternoon, 26 July 1998
Marjorie Hann, a practising artist, was awarded the OAM in 1988 for
service to the arts. Marjorie has not only had numerous exhibitions ofher
work, but she has also taught extensively and judged many art shows.
A Sunday afternoon meeting was an innovation for our Society. However,
what better way to spend such time on a winter' s day than to be transported
into the realms of social history by Marjorie's informative and colourful
posters, and matching commentary. Marjorie took us from the 15th century to
the present time, as we visited the following periods .

Gothic - a time of great piety. Gothic pointed arch and tall church spires.
Clothes and furniture repeated this ecclesiastical style and design.
The Renaissance - a more materialistic era. God still honoured, but human
dignity acknowledged. Heraldry was dominant - and still found in today's
uniforms at school, work, sports, and of course, the military forces .
In the Elizabethan era powerful countries were intent on colonisation and
expansion. And expansion was apparent in fashion - with the wide skirts of
the ladies, voluminous cloaks of the men, and bulbous furniture. The Early
Stuart era saw Jacobean tables, parquetry floors, panelling, and decorations
on ceilings, followed by the flamboyant Baroque style and later Rococo styles
with their whimsical and idealistic designs in buildings, furniture and clothes .
In contrast, the Regency era was an elegant period. Neo-classical style in
clothes and architecture was modelled on Greek antiques . The pendulum
swung back again in the Victorian period's stiff, unbending society, where the
colour black was extremely popular. Art Nouveau saw people tired of the
rigidity of the Victoria era. Flowing, curving lines everywhere, to be followed
by the geometrical shapes of the A rt Deco movement.

In concluding her talk, Marjorie summarised the changes since 1945 - from the
functional Bauhaus movement, to the flower people of the 1970s, to the
unisex, "push button " era of our own time. Will another style develop in the
new millennium or a previous fashion come "full circle" again?
Elizabeth Rogers
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Inaugural Anniversary Dinner
14 August 1998

A new initiative this year was a dinner and the date chosen the
'
.
·
th
18 anrnversary of the formation of our society.
The Waterfall Gully Restaurant was a fitting venue. Built in
191 ~, photographs show that it has not changed (see front cover).
Whilst those present knew this local landmark, many had not
been there for years and some had not been inside before. It was
warm and cosy thanks to a log fire and we had sole use.
Forty two members and friends participated including three
special guests: the Mayor of Burnside - Mr Alan Taylor and his
wife Judy, and Bob McGuffog. It was a chance to thank Bob for
building our new storage cupboard in the Community Centre.
The smorgasbord was excellent and enjoyed by all. Special
thank~ to Alan and Betty Cross who canvassed venue options,
negotiated arrangements with the manager and took all the
bookings.
A big surprise for me was the conferring of Honorary Life
Membership. Organised during my absence overseas, it was a
very pleasant welcome home. I recognise and appreciate the
honour.

Barbara Parker
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FAMILIARITY BREEDS CONTEMPT:
Understanding History Through Built Heritage
Meeting Monday, 17 August 1998

Brian Samuels, a founder of the Historical Society ofSouth Australia and
first Port Adelaide Historian, is Principal Heritage Officer with the State
Heritage Branch, and an ideal speaker to address the interests of this
Society.
Mr. Samuels asked, "How does local history enrich our lives?" and he
proceeded to answer this, refuting his title in the process! It is through
knowledge by research into local environments, the relevant prime sources
and the chronicle of present difficulties that the answers come. He
enumerated avenues for research such as reports of speculative activity;
place names; the spread of settlement; vanishing institutions and building
styles.
Heritage is everything: it is our inheritance from the past and invaluable
for what can we learn from it and what pleasure we can take from it. If
you do not stand for something you fall for anything. Heritage is a
continuing difficulty to preserve but what should be kept? What is
reasonable to demand from private owners? There are many regulations
to obey, -disabled access, occupational health and safety and issues
posed by expense, ··facadism'", commercial pressures on old hotels and
so on. As in all things. compromise is the only answer. To keep the
debate open is important.
Finally Mr.Samuels described a number of historic buildings in
Adelaide, some of which are hardly known by many. Did you know,
for instance, that the Museum of Economic Botany in the Botanic
Gardens was Adelaide's first purpose bui It museum and the first public
building in the classical mode or that Gawler Chambers was erected for
the South Australian Company. The questions flowed 011 this very
popular subject. Our speaker's depth of knowledge and passion for
history were obvious and we appreciated his open-minded approach to
conservation.
Barbara Crompton
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GLOBAL VISION
Below is a summary of a letter recently sent to the Burnside Historical
Society from Global Vision, 383 Swan Street, Richmond, Vic. 3121
Re: Federation on the Web
Global Vision, Australian Heritage Projects and the National Archives ~f
Australia have produced a detailed and multi-level account of the making of
the Australian nation on a newly released CD ROM entitled One Destiny!
From the very beginning the CD ROM was conceived as being one part of the
total picture, the other being a huge community-based Web site.
Cinemedia, which was a major sponsor of the CD ROM, has provided funding
sufficient to create a trial version of the Web site.

ENTERTAINMENT AT BURNSIDE
(From the 'The Register', 7 September 1893)

)
)

The fifth of a series of winter lectures was delivered in St. David's Hall,
Burnside, on Monday evening, by Mr. E. Pariss Nesbitt, QC, on
'Womanhood Suffrage' .
The weather was very unpropitious and the audience, in consequence,
somewhat scanty; but those present greatly enjoyed the acumen, research and
humour displayed by the learned lecturer in dealing with a subject of so much
interest at the present time.
A short but excellent musical programme was carried out by Mrs. Roberts, the
Misses Austin and Twiss, and the Messrs . Mitchell.

Web site users will be able to:
* recreate the past by making use of the latest communications technology.

People will be encouraged to contribute to a massive database. Users will
piece together the stories of their own cities, towns or regions in l 901 , and
make the information available to all through the Internet.

HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW BURNSIDE?
(Answers on p. 14)

* recreate the localities where their ancestors may have lived in 190 l .

Australians whose ancestors lived overseas in 1901 can research those origins.
* browse around the wealth of additional Federation material available on the
Web site.

We believe the creation of the Web site will become one of the major activities
associated with the celebration of the Centenary of Federation.
Version One is due to be concluded and posted on the Web in September
1998 .
If you have not already seen the CD ROM, copies are available from Global
Vision Productions for $79 .95. Please contact Ann Doherty on
(03) 9428 4626 or email pchubb@globalvision.com.au .
(signed) Philip Chubb
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I.

Who were the following, and

2.

How has Burnside recorded their names?
a.

James Frew, snr.

b.

Redman Goldsack

C.

Hartley Sitters

d.

Jesse Greenham
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THE GOLDEN HOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
State Library of South Australia, North Terrace, Adelaide

We all "live" history, and the Holden car was part of the culture of many of
our mature members. Viewing the current exhibition at the State Library
reminds us of our own social history - where we were, and where wear~
now.
The State Library has arranged a special exhibition as part of the Golden
Anniversary celebrations for such a national Australian icon, the Holden car,
which had its origins 50 years ago this year.
State Library Director, Ms. Robyn Collins, stated that the Mortlock Library
holds the national Holden archives in its South Australiana Collections.
"The company which was to give the first Australian car its name,
J.A. }-;olden, actually had humble beginnings much earlier in Adelaide as a
saddlery business in Gawler Place", she said.
The exhibition features a wonderful range of archival material and items
documenting this remarkable corporate story, the role of Holden in the racing
scene, and the part it has played in our developing national psyche.
Visitors to the exhibition will see the original General Motors Holden "lion"
emblems and the company board table, one of Peter Brock's early racing suits,
and some whimsical sculptures by noted South Australian artist Margaret
Dodd.
They will also be able to tune in each lunchtime to a rousing broadcast of the
historic General Motors Holden Hour radio plays (remember them?), view
fascinating film footage, browse the VT Holden Web site, and peruse
treasured original documents and artefacts.
The exhibition will be open until Sunday, 25 October 1998 (7 days a week
during Library hours).
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WATERFALL GULLY
Following our recent inaugural dinner at the Waterfall Gully Restaurant,
members may be interested in reading the early history of the reserve.
Waterfall Gully came under the control of the District Council of Burnside in
I 884, but was resumed by the Government in I 911. To all intents and
purposes, Waterfall Gully has been a public reserve from that date, although it
was not actually gazetted as such until 15 July 1915, following the passing of
the National Pleasure Resorts Act.
The first principal work carried out at Waterfall Gully was the erection of a
refreshment kiosk, built in the style of a Swiss chalet. This kiosk was
officially opened by the State Governor (Sir Day Bosanquet) on 9 November
1912.
One of the best descriptions of Waterfall Gully was the earliest, written in July
1837 by Y.B. Hutchinson, for whom it was wild, unknown country:
"Our first attempt to gain the summit of Mount Lofty, which was represented
to me as an undertaking requiring considerable exertion and perseverance,
as well as a night's rest among the hills, was by tracing the course of the
brook which flows from a ravine in the direction of the Mount, as seen from
Adelaide. Our progress was slow, and attended with great difficulty, from the
luxuriance of its plants and underwood by the side of the brook, being in
many places over our heads, and the lower parts interlaced with creeping
plants.
So great at last was the exertion required, that we were on the point of
returning, when we resolved to proceed a little farther to see what was
beyond a point which intercepted our view. We were agreeably surprised by
seeing a wall of rock about fifty or sixty feet high, which stretched across the
ravine, and from the top of it leapt the brook which had so long been our
companion.
We determined at once to proceed and ascend the cascade; here our
attention was called to the vicinity of the grass tree, our nostrils being
invaded by a strong honey-like smell, which proceeded from the resin which
exudes from the stalk, accumulating in very hard lumps at the case .
... Continuing to trace the stream against obstacles as great as those which
we had hitherto met, we at last came to a spot where the course suddenly
turned to the left, and became so steep, narrow, and obstructed, that we
13

ere obliged to abandon it, and ascend a hill on the right. Observing from
;is position a fearfully deep and steep ravine, which_ lay between us and the
object of our ambition, and being warned by our feelings as well as our
watches that it was time to return, we commenced a retreat, but not by the
course of the stream - we had no desire to try that again."

(Sources: D. Coleman (ed.), The First ~undred Y~ars : A Hi~tory of
Burnside in South Australia, Corporation of the City of Burnside, 1956,
p.156. E. Warburton, The Pad_docks Ben~ath : A His~ory of Burnside
From the Beginning, Corporat10n of the City of Burnside, 1981, pp.187188.)

ANSWERS TO QUIZ (from p. 11)
a.

b.

C.

d.

Merchant, founder of Fullarton Estate; and subdivider of
Frewville, the triangular part of one of his sections, cut diagonally by
Glen Osmond Road.
Blacksmith and coachbuilder of Glen Osmond Village; Goldsack
Street.
Bullock-driver from Norton Summit who used to take a detour on the
steep slope of what is now called Sitters Memorial Drive.
Gardener (son of Henry Greenham, Norton Summit); Greenham
Avenue, Magill, where his home once stood.

WELCOME
The Burnside Historical Society welcomes the following new members since
the last Newsletter (June 1998):
Mr Andrew Buxton of Glenside
Dr Phillip Clarke of the South Australian Museum

ANCIENT WATER WHEELS
SAW AND FLOUR MILLS AT BURNSIDE
Mr. Eric War/and, one of our members, kindly presented a fragile, yellowed
cutting ofa "Letter to the Advertiser" to our Society. Unfortunately, we
have been unable to establish the date ofpublication.
"To The Editor Sir,
The water wheel referred to by Mr. Stephen Parsons in "The Advertiser" of
March 5, was built by my grandfather, the late Mr. Thos. Cain, who arrived in
Adelaide on January I 0, 1839, with his family. He had bought a section of
land at Morphett Vale and an acre in Currie Street, where the Savings Bank
now stands. Mr. Cain brought out with him from the Isle of Man a framed
house which he erected in Adelaide.
Noting the splendid lot of gum trees about, as a millwright and woodworker,
he decided to start a saw mill. His son John followed in his father's footsteps,
and together with his son Tom, a smith, built the plant, making every part
themselves. The hubs they turned into shape with their lathe. Thus they were
able to supply the needs of wheelwrights, builders and others. On March 20,
1839, Mr. John Cannan, of Burnside, had a sawmill that he wished to be
worked by water power. Mr. Cain secured the contract; the wheel and cogs
were made of red gum. The diameter was 18 feet, and it was operated by a
race from Waterfall Gully. In December, 1840, Mr. B.T. Finniss bought the
property and had it turned into a flour mill making it a four-story building, and
fitting it with machinery and stones. This worked satisfactorily for some
years.

In November, 1839, there was a shortage of flour, most of which came from.
New South Wales. To meet this want, they decided to add a flour mill to their
plant. They made all the parts themselves . The pair of stones were cut by Mr.
Cain, sen., from S.A. stone, and braced together by his son, Tom. By
December they had the mill in working order. Mr. Cain advertised that he was
prepared to provide plans and specifications for building flour and an~ other
mills, to be worked by wind, water or bullocks; and agricultural machinery.
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REPEATED VALUE!
Some of our "old" subscribers have made the valid point that members who joined
the Society in recent years would not be aware ofmaterial published in earlier
Newsletters. Accordingly, from time to time we will reprint an article from a
previous issue. The following item written by The Twinkler, was printed in "The
Register", 3 March 1923, and first appeared in our Newsletter ofMarch 1986.

SOME SIGNIFICANT DATES IN BURNSIDE'S HISTORY
DURING THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS

1838
1839

A VISIT TO TUSMORE

1841
When we are told that we know very little about the north pole we are not
surprised; but when we know rather less about our suburbs, we are astonished.
... When Roy rang me up last week and invited Bert, Owen and myself over to
his place at Tusmore to a game of tennis, I was at a loss. "Tusmore,
Tusmore, somewhere near Islington, isn't it?", I queried. "Goodness, no! It's
out Burnside way. Gum trees, kookaburras, creeklets and all that", he replied.
On Saturday afternoon Bert, Owen and I left our aristocratic and spectacular
suburb of Joslin .. .in Bert's car and set out to find Tusmore. We eventually
discovered it, a bower of loveliness near the foot of the hills. But Roy had not
given explicit directions, and so trouble began. We careered up and down
streets looking for a house with a grass tennis court, but we soon found that a
number of houses possessed that aid to life's healthful pleasures . ...
A gentleman who was digging a well in his yard, came aloft to see what it was
all about. He was, we noticed, fashionably dressed in a little apparel and
much fresh air. ... By and by we entered a road [which] constituted one of those
jokes sometimes played by district councils. You enter at one end, clean and
white, .. .[and] you emerge at the other end ... seeing and coughing red, and
feeling blasphemous ... .Eventually we discovered Roy's residence .. ..I wonder
if anywhere else in the world there are pleasanter spots than are to be found in
many of our suburbs .. ..You played tennis ... then retired to a deck
chair ... viewed an enchanting vista of orchards and gardens running along a
gully into the hills . You drank afternoon tea ... and smoked a cigar, and were at
peace with the universe (except, perhaps, the taxation office) .
This slight sketch has not been written to draw attention to our excellent
tennis ... but to emphasize the sweet beauties of Adelaide's suburbs . Others
may prefer the hectic pleasures of life (horseracing, bowls, etc.) but give me
the modest joys, and the philosophy displayed in the simple glories of Nature
under God's blue Australian sky.

1844

1846
1848
1850
1853
1856
1858
1862
1863
1867
1873
1862
1886
1888

Village of Makgill (Magill) subdivided and offered for sale.
The Anderson Family from Scotland establishes a farm next
to Second Creek. They are Burnside's first "official"
settlers.
Wheal Gawler silver-lead mine begins operating at Glen
Osmond . Australia's oldest mine.
Toll Bar on the Mount Barker Road established. The toll
was abolished six years later.
William Prescott begins farming at Rose Park.
Dr. Christopher Penfold acquires land at Magill and begins
establishing a vineyard.
Kurralta , one of Burnside's oldest and finest mansions built
by Dr. William Wyatt.
Land donated in Magill for the establishment of a public
school.
Beaumont laid out and offered for sale by Sir Samuel
Davenport.
One of Burnside's finest cottages is built. Called Bracklyn,
it is later enlarged and re-named lvymead.
The Clark family acquires 45 acres and names the property
Hazelwood. Part of this land is now Hazelwood Park.
Burnside, originally part of the District Council of East
Torrens, is proclaimed a district.
Stonyfell Vineyards are begun by Henry Clark.
Thomas Cooper begins brewing ale at Leabrook.
The Burnside Inn is built on High Street.
Stonyfell Quarry lease acquired by Henry Dunstan.
Stonyfell Olive Oil Co. founded.
Foundation stone laid for the Clayton-Wesley church.
Bennett's Pottery established at Magill.
Kensington Oval acquired by the Council (later renamed the
Olympic Sportsfield).

(Source: The Local History Collection in the Burnside Library.)
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BURNSIDE HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC.

GLEN OSMOND MINES
TOURS

P.O. Box 152
GLENSIDE, S.A. 5065

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Society shall be:

The Old Toll Gate, MOI.Wl Barker Road

2.1

Regular tours of these historic mines which are classified on
the Register of the National Estate are conducted by the
Burnside Historical Society on the third Sunday of each
month at 1.45 p.m.
Special tours can also be arranged on weekdays for school
groups, etc.

WHEN

2.2

2.3
2.4

2.5

Tours start at the Burnside Council Chambers and include
stops at some historic points en route to and from the mines.

WHERE

BOOKINGS Before the tour commences, bookings and payments must
be made at the Community Services Department of the
Burnside Council.
Phone 8366 4200.
Mine tours are limited to 18 people, except fo r school groups.

to arouse interest in and to promote the study and discussion of Australian
and South Australian history and in particular, the history of the City of
Burnside;
to promote the collection, recording, preservation and classification of
works, source material and artefacts of all kinds relating to Burnside
history;
to assist in the protection and preservation of buildings, works and sites of
historical significance in the City of Burnside;
to co-operate with similar societies and other bodies throughout Australia;
to do all such other things as are conducive or incidental to the attainment
of any of the above objectives.

OFFICE BEARERS FOR 1998 - 1999
President:
Responsible Officer:
Vice-President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

NOTE:

Walking shoes with enclosed toes must be worn - no sandals.
Family groups are welcome but parents are responsible for
. the control of their children.
·
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"

(Ph.8379 4613)

"

Mr Deane Dinning
Miss Elaine Smyth
Mr Richard House

(Ph.8332 8019)

Committee:

Mr Bob Brewer
Mr John Clark
Mr John Love
Mrs Wendy McGuffog
Mrs Elizabeth Rogers
Mrs Margaret Sando

Editorial SubCommittee:

Mrs Elizabeth Rogers (Editor)
Mrs Joy Batt
Miss Janet Clark
Mrs Barbara Crompton
Mrs Barbara Parker

FRONT COVER:

Waterfall Gully Restaurant, 1914.
Source: Elizabeth Warburton, The Paddocks Beneath:
A History of Burnside From The Beginning.
The Corporation of the City of Burnside, 1981, p. I 93 .

Charges

Groups

Mrs Barbara Parker

